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Abstract
We investigate the black hole search problem by a set of mobile agents in a dynamic torus. Black
hole is defined to be a dangerous stationary node which has the capability to destroy any number
of incoming agents without leaving any trace of its existence. A torus of size n × m (3 ≤ n ≤ m)
is a collection of n row rings and m column rings, and the dynamicity is such that each ring is
considered to be 1-interval connected, i.e., in other words at most one edge can be missing from each
ring at any round. The parameters which define the efficiency of any black hole search algorithm
are: the number of agents and the number of rounds (or time) for termination. We consider two
initial configurations of mobile agents: first, the agents are co-located and second, the agents are
scattered. In each case, we establish lower and upper bounds on the number of agents and on the
amount of time required to solve the black hole search problem.
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1 Introduction

Given a network and a set of mobile agents, the black hole search problem (also termed
as BHS problem) consists of locating a malicious stationary node which has the power to
eliminate any number of incoming agents without leaving any trace of its existence. This
problem is not new and it readily has many real life implications. For example, the black hole
may be a node infected with a virus in a computer network, and in order to make the network
safe the infected node should be located for further actions. The first task for any set of
mobile agents ought to be to locate the black hole. To accomplish this task, at least one agent
needs to visit the node; we aim at an efficient BHS algorithm, where the minimum number of
agents gets consumed by the black hole and so that at least one agent must remain alive in
order to locate the black hole within finite time. This problem has been extensively studied
in networks which are static, see, e.g., [1, 5, 7, 8, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19]. Recently, research on
black hole search problem has been mainly focused on dynamic networks; in particular, the
most relevant dynamic networks studied are time-varying graphs. These networks work on
temporal domains, which are mainly considered to be discrete time steps. More precisely,
the network is a collection of static graphs, in which some edges may disappear or reappear
at each discrete time step, while the vertex set is fixed, with the additional constraint that at
each time step the underlying graph remains connected (also termed as 1-interval connected).
Presently, apart from the black hole search on a dynamic ring [10] and on a dynamic cactus
[2], nothing much is known about the black hole search problem on dynamic networks.

In this paper, we investigate this problem on a dynamic torus of size n × m (where each
ring is 1-interval connected and without loss of generality 3 ≤ n ≤ m), where a set of agents
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2 Black Hole Search in Dynamic Tori

synchronously perform the same execution, with the goal of locating the black hole. We
study two types of initial configurations of agents. In the first configuration, all agents are
initially located at the same node; in the second configuration, the agents are scattered along
the nodes of the underlying network. In both configurations, all the nodes where agents are
initially located are not dangerous, i.e., they do not contain the black hole (they are safe).
Our primary objective is to design an efficient BHS algorithm such that: (a) within a finite
time at least one agent survives, and (b) it gains knowledge of the black hole location.

2 Related Works and Our Contribution

2.1 Related work
Network exploration by mobile agents is one of the fundamental problems in this domain,
and it was first introduced by Shannon [23]. After his pioneering work, this problem has
been extensively studied in various topologies such as rings [22], trees [9], general graphs [6]
under different models of communication (particularly, pebbles [11] and whiteboard [25]),
synchrony (synchronous [6], semi-synchronous [3] and asynchronous [18]) and both in static
[6] as well as dynamic networks (tori [21] and general graphs [20]).

The black hole search (BHS) problem is a special version of the exploration problem,
where in the worst case the underlying network needs to be explored in order to locate the
black hole position. This problem was first introduced by Dobrev et al. [14], and after
that has received a lot of attention: indeed, it has been studied for directed [7] as well as
undirected graphs [5], and for different underlying networks, such as rings [5], tori [4], trees [8]
and general graphs [14]. In addition, different communication models have been considered
for this problem, including ‘Enhanced Token’ [12], ‘Pure Token’ [19] and whiteboard [15].
Moreover, this problem has also been explored for different initial agent configurations. In
particular, Shi et al. [24] showed that, when the agents are co-located, a minimum of 2
co-located agents communicating via tokens can solve the BHS problem in hypercube, torus
and complete network with Θ(n) moves, whereas in the case where k agents (k > 3) are
scattered, then with only 1 token per agent it is shown that BHS can be solved in O(k2n2)
moves. All these above papers discuss black hole search in a static network, and very little
is known about the problem in dynamic networks. Di Luna et al. [10] first investigated
this problem in a dynamic ring, and they showed that when the agents are co-located, then
in face-to-face communication with 3 agents there is an optimal algorithm that works in
Θ(n2) moves and Θ(n2) rounds (where n is the size of the ring). Next, with whiteboard
communication, they reduced the complexity to Θ(n1.5) rounds and Θ(n1.5) moves. Lastly,
when the agents are initially scattered and each node has a whiteboard, then again with
3 agents they showed that at least Θ(n2) moves and Θ(n2) rounds are required for any
BHS algorithm. In each case, they gave an optimal algorithm. Next, Bhattacharya et al.
[2] studied the BHS problem in a dynamic cactus graph, and proposed an agent optimal
algorithm when at most one edge can be dynamic; in the case when at most k (> 1) edges
can be dynamic, they proposed a lower bound of k + 2 and an upper bound of 2k + 3 agents.

In this paper, we further investigate the BHS problem in a dynamic torus, with the aim
of providing an efficient BHS algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
where the BHS problem is explored in the case of a dynamic torus. Previously, Gotoh et
al. [21] studied the exploration problem under link presence detection and no link presence
detection in dynamic tori, whereas Chalopin et al. [4] studied the BHS problem in a static
torus and gave tight bounds on the number of agents and tokens when the agents are initially
scattered.
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2.2 Our Contribution
We investigate the BHS problem in a dynamic torus for two initial configurations: first, when
the set of agents are initially co-located, and next, when the agents can be initially scattered
in different nodes. When the agents are initially co-located, we provide the following results.

We establish the impossibility of correctly locating the black hole with n + 1 agents.
We show that with n + c (where c ≥ 2 and c ∈ Z+) co-located agents, any BHS algorithm
requires at least Ω(m log n) rounds.
With n + 3 agents we present a BHS algorithm that works in O(nm1.5) rounds.
Next, with n + 4 agents we present an improved BHS algorithm that works in O(mn)
rounds.

The following results are obtained when the agents are initially scattered.
We establish the impossibility of correctly locating the black hole with n + 2 agents.
We show that with k = n + c (where c ≥ 3 and c ∈ Z+) scattered agents, any BHS
algorithm requires Ω(mn) rounds.
With n + 6 agents we present a BHS algorithm that works in O(nm1.5) rounds.
Lastly, with n + 7 agents we present a round optimal BHS algorithm that works in O(mn)
rounds.

IC Bound # Agents Rounds Results
Colocated LB n + 2 Ω(m log n) Cor 1 & Thm 3

UB n + 3 O(nm1.5) Thm 7
UB n + 4 O(nm) Thm 8

Scattered LB n + 3 Ω(nm) Cor 3 & Thm 5
UB n + 6 O(nm1.5) Thm 9
UB n + 7 O(nm) Thm 10

Table 1 Summary of Results where LB, UB and IC represent lower bound, upper bound and
initial configuration of the agents, respectively.

Organisation: The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Sections 3 and 4, we
explain the model and prove the lower bound results. Next, in Section 5, we discuss some
preliminary notation and basic subroutines which will be used by our algorithms. Further,
in Sections 6 and 7, we present and analyse our algorithms for the co-located and scattered
case. Finally, we list some concluding remarks in Section 8.

3 Model and Problem Definition

3.1 Graph Model
The dynamic graph is modelled as a time-varying graph (or formally known as temporal
graph) G = (G, V, E,T, ρ), where V is the set of vertices (or nodes), E is the set of edges in
G, T is defined to be the temporal domain, which is defined to be Z+ as in this model we
consider discrete time steps, also ρ : E ×T → {0, 1} is defined as the presence function, which
indicates the presence of an edge at a given time. The graph G = (V, E) is the underlying
static graph of the dynamic graph G, also termed as footprint of G. More specifically, the
footprint G = (V, E) is a torus of size n × m, where n represents the number of rows and
m represents the number of columns, we define V = {vi,j | 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1}
and E is the set of edges, where the horizontal and vertical edges are {(vi,j , vi,j+1 mod m)}
and {(vi,j , vi+1 mod n,j)}, respectively (refer Fig. 1). By the node vi,j we invariably mean
vi mod n,j mod m and these modulus functions are ignored further in this paper. In order
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v0,0 v0,1 v0,2 v0,3

v1,0 v1,1 v1,2 v1,3

v2,0 v2,1 v2,2 v2,3

BH

C0 C1 C2 C3

R0

R1

R2

m

n

Figure 1 A 3 × 4 dynamic torus, where dashed edges represents a disappeared or missing edge

to restrict self loop or multiple edges, without loss of generality we assume 3 ≤ n ≤ m. A
row ring Ri (resp, a column ring Cj) is the subgraph of G induced by the set of vertices
{vi,j | 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1} (resp, {vi,j | 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1}). In this paper, we consider our temporal
graph G to be a oriented dynamic torus. The adversary has the ability to make an edge
reappear or disappear at any particular time step with the added constraint that, irrespective
of how many edges disappear or reappear, each row and column ring at any time step must
be connected; in other words each row and column ring in G is 1-interval connected (so at any
time, the adversary can make at most one edge disappear from each row and column ring, in
order to maintain the 1-interval connectivity property). A disappeared edge is termed as a
missing edge in this paper.

Every node vi,j ∈ G is labelled by a unique Id (i, j), whereas each node in G has 4
ports adjacent to it, where the ports corresponding to the edges (vi,j , vi,j−1), (vi,j , vi,j+1),
(vi,j , vi−1,j), (vi,j , vi+1,j), are denoted by west, east, south, north, respectively. In addition,
corresponding to each port of a node vi,j of G a whiteboard of storage of O(1)-bits is placed.
The purpose of the whiteboard is to store and maintain certain information such as the node
Id or agent Id or the agent’s course of traversal (depending on the amount of storage the
whiteboard can store). Any incoming agent can read the existing information or write any
new information corresponding to a port along which it travels to the next node. Fair mutual
exclusion to all incoming agents restricts concurrent access to the whiteboard. The network
G has a malicious node or unsafe node (refer BH in Fig. 1), also termed as a black hole,
which vanishes any incoming agent without leaving any of its trace. The remaining nodes in
G are not malicious, hence they are termed as safe nodes.

3.2 Agent Model
A set of k agents A = {a1, a2, . . . , ak} are assigned the task to locate the black hole in G.
We consider two initial configurations in this paper: first, the set of A agents are initially
co-located at a safe node (the node in G at which they are co-located is termed as home),
second, the agents are initially scattered along safe nodes in G. Each agent in A has a distinct
Id of size ⌊log k⌋ bits taken from the set [1, k], and every agent has computational capabilities
so that it can communicate with other agents when they are at the same node at the same
time. Each agent has knowledge of the torus size, i.e., both n and m are known to the agents.
An agent moves from one node to another using the edges at each round; furthermore any
number of agents can concurrently move along an edge at any round. These actions are
atomic in nature, so an agent cannot recognise the other agents concurrently passing through
the same edge at the same round; but it can see and communicate with all the other agents
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present at the current node at the same round. These agents operate in synchronous rounds,
so in each round, every agent becomes active and takes a local snapshot of its current node.
The snapshot includes the presence of the ports of its current node at the current round, the
agent’s local memory, the set of agents present at the current node, and the contents of the
whiteboard. Now, based on this information the agent performs the following actions:

Look: In this step, the agent takes the snapshot of the current node. This snapshot helps
the agent gather the information about the Ids of other agents residing at the same node,
the edges that currently exist at the current round and also the whiteboard information
at the current node.
Compute: On the basis of its earlier snapshot and local memory, the agent decides to
stay at the current node or move to another node. The direction of its movement is also
calculated in this step.
Move: In this step if the agent decides to move along a certain direction and if the
corresponding edge is present, then it moves along this edge while updating the whiteboard
(if required, based on the algorithm) to the next node in the subsequent round.

Since, the agents operate in synchronous rounds, so each agent gets activated at each
round and performs the LCM cycle. So, the time taken by any algorithm is calculated in
terms of the rounds.

3.3 Configuration
A configuration Cr at a round r is defined to be the amalgamation of the presence of the
number of agents at a node, the local memory of each agent and contents of the whiteboard
at the start of round r. The transformation from Cr to Cr−1 depends on multiple factors,
first, the execution of the algorithm, second, the adversarial choices of edges disappeared
and reappeared in round r − 1. C0 is the initial configuration, where, in the co-located case,
the initial safe node is chosen by the adversary, whereas in the scattered case, the adversary
arbitrarily places the agents along the safe nodes.

The problem of black hole search (or BHS) is defined as follows.

▶ Definition 1. Given a dynamic torus G of size n × m (3 ≤ n ≤ m), an algorithm A for a
set of k agents solves the BHS problem if at least one agent survives and terminates. The
terminating agent must correctly know the exact position of the black hole in the footprint of
G.

The measures of the complexity for the BHS problem are as follows: the number of agents or
size, required to successfully execute A, the time or the number of rounds required to execute
A. Note that in this paper, we have assumed the fact that whenever an agent correctly
locates the black hole, the algorithm terminates, so all the other agents executing any action
gets terminated immediately.

4 Lower Bound Results

In this section, we present the lower bound results on the number of agents and number of
rounds, in both scenario when the agents are either initially co-located or scattered.

4.1 Co-located Agents
The next theorem gives impossibility result on the number of agents when they are initially
co-located.
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▶ Theorem 1. Given a dynamic torus G of size n × m, there does not exist a BHS algorithm
which correctly locates the black hole with k = n + 1 co-located agents and each node in G
contains a whiteboard of O(1) bits.

Proof. Suppose H be any BHS algorithm which works with k = n + 1 co-located agents
in G. Since, in the worst case each node of G needs to be explored by at least one agent
in order to locate the black hole. So, while executing H, whenever an agent visits a node
of the form vi,i (∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1), the adversary has the ability to stop one agent at each
such node from moving further in any direction (refer the nodes v0,0, . . . , v2,2 in Fig. 1). It
is because, as these nodes are independently located in separate rows and columns, so the
adversary has the ability to stop the agent from moving either horizontally or vertically by
disappearing either of these edges, which in turn restricts the agent to move any further. In
the worst case, n among n + 1 agents can be stuck in the nodes of the form vi,i. This means,
if the black hole is not yet detected, and there are lets say t (> 0) many nodes left to be
explored, then this n + 1-th agent is the only agent to be able to move and hence needs to
explore these remaining nodes. While exploring, if this agent visits multiple nodes before
reporting, then it is impossible for the agents to correctly locate the black hole. So, the only
way this agent can move, is after each new node it explores, it must try to report at least
one among the remaining n stuck agents. Now, this also leads to impossibility, because the
n + 1-th agent may encounter a missing edge either while trying to explore a new node or
while returning back to report, and it may restrict the agent from reaching its designated
location. In this situation, the agent which is waiting for this n + 1-th agent has no idea
whether the agent has indeed entered the black hole or it is stuck due to a missing edge,
hence in any situation it cannot ever terminate the algorithm even if the n + 1-th agent
enters the black hole. This shows that it is impossible for k = n + 1 co-located agents to
correctly locate the black hole. ◀

▶ Corollary 1. Any BHS algorithm on a dynamic torus G of size n × m requires at least
k = n + 2 co-located agents to correctly locate the black hole when each node in G has a
whiteboard of O(1) bits.

The next lemma gives a lower bound on the round complexity for any exploration
algorithm operating along a dynamic ring, where the agents are initially co-located.

▶ Lemma 1. In a dynamic ring of size n > 3 in presence of whiteboard, any exploration
algorithm with l (l ≥ 2) co-located agents require at least Ω(n) rounds to explore a ring of
size n.

Proof. Suppose l agents are initially co-located at a node and they execute some exploration
algorithm H. Note that any efficient exploration algorithm must instruct the agents to
concurrently explore the ring, so the only possibility for concurrency in any such efficient
algorithm H, is to instruct some agents to move in a clockwise direction whereas the another
set of agents to move in a counter-clockwise direction. In this situation, while executing H
observe that at each round at most 2 nodes can be explored (if none are blocked by a missing
edge), so in order to explore a ring of size n at least n

2 = Ω(n) rounds are required. ◀

▶ Theorem 2 ([10]). In a dynamic ring of size n > 3, any BHS algorithm with 3 co-located
agents in presence of whiteboard requires Ω(n1.5) rounds, even if the agents have distinct Ids.

The following corollary follows from Lemma 1 and Theorem 2.

▶ Corollary 2. In a dynamic ring of size n > 3, any BHS algorithm with at least 4 co-located
agents in presence of whiteboard requires Ω(n) rounds, even if the agents have distinct Ids.
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The next theorem gives a lower bound on the round complexity for any BHS algorithm
operating on a dynamic torus with k co-located agents.

▶ Theorem 3. Any BHS algorithm with k = n + c co-located agents, where c ∈ Z+ and
c ≥ 2, on a n × m dynamic torus requires at least Ω(m log n) rounds.

Proof. Given a dynamic torus of size n × m (with 3 ≤ n ≤ m) and k = n + c agents are
initially co-located at a safe node, observe by Corollary 2, l (where l ≥ 4) agents can perform
BHS in presence of whiteboard along a row ring of size m in at least Ω(m) rounds. Now, let
us consider there exists an algorithm H which is tasked to perform BHS along the dynamic
torus G, so concurrently exploring a set of rings by a set of l agents is always a better
strategy rather than exploring a ring one at a time by a set of agents. Hence, we consider
H instructs a set of l agents to explore a set of rings concurrently. So, if t (where t ≤ k

l )
rings are concurrently explored by the set of k agents, then as each ring in G is 1-interval
connected, so the adversary has the ability to block an agent each in every t such rings (refer
the agents a1, a2, . . . , a6 in Fig. 2). This means the remaining agents left to explore for the
next concurrent exploration is at least k − k

l , where each of these concurrent exploration
requires Ω(m) rounds and the number of rings till now explored is k

l . In the next concurrent
exploration, at least k− k

l

l row rings can be explored in Ω(m) rounds, which further blocks
this many agents, and the remaining agents left to explore remaining graph is k − k

l − k− k
l

l ,
whereas the total number of row rings explored yet is k

l + k− k
l

l . Continuing this way, we can
define a recursion relation on the remaining number of agents, T (α) = T (α−1)(1− 1

l ), where
T (α) resembles that at the α-th iteration this many agents are left to explore the remaining
part of G and each such concurrent exploration for black hole requires Ω(m) rounds. So, for
α many iterations H requires αΩ(m) = Ω(αm) rounds. Now, we try to approximate the
value of α. Observe, when T (α) ≤ 7, then either the whole torus is explored in the worst case
for the black hole or there is no further concurrency possible because in order to concurrently
explore at least two rings in Ω(m) rounds, a minimum of 8 agents (as 4 agents are at least
required to explore a ring in Ω(m) rounds) are required to be left available, so if at most 7
agents are remaining that means no concurrency is possible for any BHS algorithm. Hence,
for T (α) ≤ 7, we approximate the value of α.

T (α) ≤ 7 =⇒ T (α − 1)
(

1 − 1
l

)
≤ 7 =⇒ T (α − 1) ≤ 7l

l − 1

=⇒ T (α − 2)
(

1 − 1
l

)
≤ 7l

l − 1 ≤ 7
(

l

l − 1

)2
· · · =⇒ T (1) ≤ 7

(
l

l − 1

)α−1

=⇒ k

(
1 − 1

l

)
≤ 7

(
l

l − 1

)α−1
=⇒ k ≤ 7

(
l

l − 1

)α

=⇒ log k − log 7
log

(
l

l−1

) ≤ α

This implies α ≈ log n, as k = n + c and l ≥ 4. Hence, this means that for any algorithm
H, in order to either explore the whole dynamic torus for a black hole or to stop concurrent
exploration, at least α ≈ log n many concurrent exploration needs to be performed, where
each iteration takes Ω(m) rounds. This concludes that the total number of rounds at least
required by any algorithm with k = n + c co-located agents is Ω(m log n). ◀

4.2 Scattered Agents
The following theorem shows the impossibility to locate the black hole with k = n + 2
scattered agents.
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a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

a6

BH

a7

a8

Figure 2 A initial configuration when the agents are scattered along the dynamic torus

▶ Theorem 4. Given a dynamic torus G of size n × m, there does not exist any BHS
algorithm which can correctly locate the black hole with k = n + 2 scattered agents, the result
holds as well even if the nodes in G has a whiteboard.

Proof. Consider a dynamic torus G of size n × m (where m = n + 2), along which the
adversary places n among n + 2 agents at the nodes of the form vi,i (where 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1),
whereas the remaining two agents an+1 and an+2 are initially placed along the nodes of Ct

(where t ∈ {n, n + 1}). Now, as per the placement of first n agents, the adversary has the
ability to keep them fixed at their initial position by removing a horizontal and vertical
edge, restricting any possible movement (refer the agents a1, . . . , a6 in Fig. 2). Based on
the movement of the remaining two agents (i.e., an+1 and an+2) while executing some BHS
algorithm H, we have the following cases.

Let both the agents move horizontally (resp, vertically) until one among them after α

steps, say, first moves vertically (resp, horizontally). Without loss of generality let that
agent be an+2 and that node in which it moves after its first vertical (resp, horizontal)
move be, vi,j . In this situation, the adversary itself places the black hole at vi,j and the
other agent an+1 is according placed at either vi,j−1 (resp, vi−1,j) or vi,j+1 (resp, vi+1,j)
based on its first horizontal (resp, vertical) move. So, the black hole consumes an+1 after
its first step whereas an+2 gets consumed at α + 1-th step since its execution. In this
scenario, both the agents are consumed, whereas the remaining n stuck agents have no
knowledge about the black hole position, and cannot ever terminate the algorithm.
If one agent’s (say, an+1) first move is along horizontal direction and the other agent’s
first move is along vertical direction, then also placing the black hole at the junction will
invariably consume both these agents, whereas the remaining n agents neither have any
knowledge about the black hole position nor they can move from their current position.

So, in each possible case we show that with k = n + 2 agents it is not possible to correctly
locate the black hole. ◀

▶ Corollary 3. Any BHS algorithm on a dynamic torus G of size n × m requires at least
k = n + 3 scattered agents to correctly locate the black hole when each node in G has a
whiteboard of O(1) bits.

Following theorem is inspired from Theorem 4.2 in [21], which gives the lower bound on
the round complexity for any BHS algorithm with k scattered agents along G.

▶ Theorem 5. Any BHS algorithm with k = n + c scattered agents, where c ∈ Z+ and c ≥ 3,
on a n × m dynamic torus G requires at least Ω(mn) rounds.
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Proof. Let us consider a configuration where the initial position of each ai is along vi,i,
∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 (refer Fig. 2), as these agents are located in separate rows and columns,
so the adversary can delete an edge along a row and a column, restricting the agents from
moving from its initial position. So, the remaining c agents needs to explore the remaining
nodes in order to locate the black hole, and this requires at least nm−n

c = Ω(nm) rounds. ◀

5 Preliminaries

In this section, we explain all the subroutines, definitions and ideas used in our BHS algorithm,
but first, we explain the contents maintained by the agents in the whiteboard.

Whiteboard: The following data is stored and maintained in the whiteboard by the agents.
For each dir ∈ {east, west, north, south} with respect to each vi,j ∈ G we define the function
f : {east, west, north, south} → {⊥, 0, 1},

f(dir) =


⊥, if an agent is yet to visit the port dir

0, if no agent has marked the port dir as safe
1, if the port dir is marked safe

Cautious Walk: This is a fundamental movement strategy used in a network with black
hole and it is used as a building block of all our algorithms. In this strategy, if two agents
are together, then this strategy ensures that only one among them enters the black hole,
while the other survives. On the contrary, if only a single agent is present, then whenever it
visits a new node, it leaves some mark behind in the whiteboard, so that whenever another
agent tries to visit this node along the same edge, it finds the mark and does not enter the
black hole.

This walk is performed in three rounds, where if an agent a1 (say) is alone (resp, with
another agent a2, say) then in the first round a1 decides to move one step along e = (u, v)
from u to v by marking f(e) = 0 (while a2 waits) and if it is safe, i.e., does not contain the
black hole, then in the next round a1 returns to u and marks the edge e safe by writing
f(e) = 1, then in the third step a1 (resp, a2) moves to v. This strategy ensures that no two
agent enters the black hole along the edge e.

Stuck: An agent a1 is defined to be stuck while exploring a 1-interval connected ring for
two reasons.

First, if while performing cautious walk along an edge e = (u, v), a1 at round r marks
f(e) = 0 at u and moves to v, while v is safe and a1 tries to return to u at round r + 1 to
mark f(e) = 1, finds e to be missing, in this situation a1 is stuck at v until e reappears.
Second, if while moving along dir, a1 finds e to be missing. In this situation, if more
than one agent is simultaneously trying to move along dir at the same round and if a1 is
the lowest Id among them, then a1 is stuck until e reappears, or, if a1 is alone, then in
that case also a1 is stuck until e reappears.

5.1 Subroutines
In this section, we will discuss the sub-routines used as a building block in our BHS algorithms
for both the co-located and scattered initial configurations. We have followed some of the
pseudocode convention from the papers [10] and [21]. In this paper, we use three kinds of
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Basic Predicates Explanation
time The number of rounds since the start of the algorithm

read[f(dir)] Represents the data read by the agent
in whiteboard along dir of current node

MEdir Indicates the edge along dir is missing
MEdir Indicates the edge along dir exists
catches Indicates that the agent finds another agent, either moving along

the same direction or stuck at the same node
catches[i] Implies that the agent catches another agent with Id i

catches − waiting Represents that the agent catches another agent waiting
lowestId Indicates the agent is having lowest Id in its current node

¬lowestId Indicates the agent is not the lowest Id in the current node
Enodes Stores the number of nodes traversed since the last call of Move

Table 2 Explains the list of basic predicates

Move procedure in our algorithms, first, Move(dir | p1 : s1; p2 : s2; . . . ; pk : sk), second,
Move(dir → f(dir) | p1 : s1; p2 : s2; . . . ; pk : sk), and lastly, Move(dir → f(dir) → si | p1 :
s1; p2 : s2; . . . ; pk : sk), where pi is the predicate corresponding to the state si and f(dir)
represents the value with respect to dir (where dir ∈ {east, west, north, south}) in the
whiteboard, so depending on the algorithm we use either of these Move procedures. The
agent at each round, first takes a snapshot at its current location, and thereafter checks the
predicates p1, . . . , pk one after another. If no predicate is satisfied, then in the first Move
procedure, the agent moves along the direction dir, in the second Move procedure the agent
moves along dir while updating the whiteboard of the current node along dir to f(dir),
and lastly, in the third Move procedure, in addition to moving along dir and updating the
whiteboard, it also moves directly in to the state si. On the otherhand, if some predicates
are satisfied, then the agent chooses the first satisfied predicate (say) pi, and the procedure
stops, and the agent moves in to state si corresponding to pi. The predicate and state of
the form pj : time + i → sj indicates that if pj is satisfied then the agent enters the state
sj after time + i rounds, whereas the predicate and the state of the form pj : f(dir) → sj ,
indicates that if pj is satisfied then the agent performs the action f(dir) and then moves to
the state sj . Further, all this procedure is again executed in the subsequent rounds. The list
of all the basic predicates are explained in table 2 whose compositions are used as predicates
in our algorithms.

In the following part we define the algorithm Cautious-WaitMoveWest().

Cautious-WaitMoveWest(j, l): This algorithm works on 1-interval connected ring Ri

(say), where the main purpose is to make a certain number of agents reach the node vi,j along
the Cj-th column from any initial configuration. Further, whenever an agent reaches the
desired node and it is not stuck, it waits at that node until further instruction is provided.

The algorithm works as follows: for the first 4(l − 1)m rounds, if an agent a1 is instructed
to perform Cautious-WaitMoveWest(j, l) along Ri, then it starts the following procedure,
if the agent a1 (say) is initially with another agent a2 (say) and since a1 is the lowest Id
among them, a1 starts cautious walk along west until it either gets stuck or has reached the
desired node. On the other hand the task of a2 is to follow a1 until a1 is stuck. While a1 is
stuck, a2 performs the following action:

If a1 is stuck due to a missing edge along west, then a2 instead of waiting reverses its
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direction to east and continues to perform cautious walk.
If a1 is stuck while returning back to mark a port safe along west which it has in the
last round marked unsafe while exploring and, then a2 waits for at most 3m rounds since
the round it encountered this situation, and then reverses its direction and continues to
perform cautious walk.

On the otherhand, if a1 is alone, then it performs cautious walk until it either reaches the
desired node or it is stuck. If a1 catches another agent stuck, and if it is not the lowest Id
among them, then it performs the similar action, as explained earlier in case of a2.

After 4(l − 1)m rounds has passed, each agent not stuck due to a missing edge tries to
reach the node vi,j .

The pseudocode of Cautious-WaitMoveWest(j, l) is explained in Algorithm 1. We
have used 11 normal states of the form si and 9 negation states of the form ¬si. A negation
state ¬si is the opposite of the normal state si. More precisely, if pi is the predicate for
si, then ¬pi is the predicate for the state ¬si. For example, the negation of the predicate
read[f(west) = 1] ∧ MEwest ∧ LowestId will be read[f(east) = 1] ∧ MEeast ∧ LowestId,
i.e., negation of a predicate happens only in terms of direction, so if the predicate contains a
basic predicate of the form of lowestId or ¬lowestId, then they remain same in ¬pi as well.
On the other hand the negation of a state is explained with the help of this example, there
exists a state Init’ with Move(west|Enodes > 0 : Init) in Algorithm 1, so the corresponding
¬Init’ will be Move(east|Enodes > 0 : ¬Init). So, while the negation of a predicate means
only the change in direction, the negation of a state on the contrary means ¬pi : ¬si, i.e.,
both negation of a predicate as well as negation of the corresponding state. In the following
part, we give a detailed explanation of some of the states in Algorithm 1.

Init: resembles first step of cautious walk, i.e., the first round of cautious walk when an
agent tries to explore an unexplored node. In this situation, the agent performs the action
west → f(west) = 0 → Backtrack0, i.e., if no predicate is satisfied, then the agent moves
along west by updating f(west) = 0 from ⊥ and then enters in to state Backtrack0.
Backtrack0: signifies the second step of cautious walk, where the agent performs
east → f(east) = 1 → Init, i.e., if no predicate is satisfied then the agent moves along
east while marking f(east) = 1 and enters the state Init.
Init”: this state signifies the last step of cautious walk, where the agent performs
west → f(west) = 1 → Init, i.e., if no predicate is satisfied then the agent moves along
west to the new node while updating f(west) = 1 and enters Init state.
Init’: this state signifies the fact that the agent is instructed to move along west without
performing any other action, when it finds that the edge along west exists and it is
marked safe.
Wait01: an agent enters this state when it finds a forward missing edge along west, which
is either marked as ⊥ or 1 and it is the lowest Id agent at the current node. In this case,
the state instructs the agent to wait until the missing edge reappears.
Wait02: this state instructs the lowest Id agent to wait for at most 3m rounds, if while it
is waiting the predicate time ≥ g(l) (g(l) = 4(l − 1)m refer Algorithm 1) is satisfied then
it enters the state Return, or if it has already waited for 3m rounds then it enters the
state ¬Init, or if the missing edge reappears while it is waiting then it enters the state
Wait04.
Wait03: this state instructs the agent to stay at the current node for one round, and
after one round, if the edge along west still exists and no agent returns to mark it safe,
then it enters the state TerminateW, which terminates the algorithm by declaring that
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the next node along west is the black hole. Otherwise, if an agent returns to mark it safe
or the edge again goes missing then in either case it enters the state Init.
Wait04: instructs the agent to wait until the edge reappears and whenever the edge
reappears the state instructs the agent to enter the state Backtrack0, in which it directly
performs the action east → f(east) = 1 → Init as instructed in state Backtrack0.
Wait: signifies the state when the agent has reached its desired node and it is not stuck,
in this state the agent is instructed to wait until further instruction.
Return: this state arises when time > g(l), and in this state the agents which are waiting
and are not stuck are instructed to move and reach the desired node, i.e., vi,j for at most
3m rounds. After time > g(l) + 3m, only if the agent is stuck while in state Backtrack0

and finds the edge reappear then it backtracks and marks the corresponding edge safe and
moves to the next node. Otherwise, all the other agents remain at their current position
until they receive further instruction. This state signifies the end of the algorithm.

Note that the pseudocode in Algorithm 1 explains only for west direction, Cautious-
WaitMoveSouth(j, l) is similar, only east and west are replaced by south and north,
respectively. Also note that, all the lemmas, theorems and corollaries are explained for
Cautious-WaitMoveWest, but they hold for other directions as well.

▶ Observation 1 ([10]). Given a dynamic ring R and a cut U , where |U | > 1, if its footprint
is connected by edges ec and ecc (where ec and ecc are the clockwise and counter-clockwise
edges, respectively) to nodes in V \U (where V is the set of vertices not in U). If all the
agents at a round r are at U , does not try to cross along ec, whereas there exists an agent
which tries to cross along ecc, then the adversary has the ability to prevent any agent from
crossing U .

Our algorithm Cautious-WaitMoveWest() ensures that this situation does not arise,
as when an agent is stuck on ec (or ecc), another agent after finding this situation waits
for at most 3m rounds (depending on the fact that whether the earlier agent is stuck while
backtracking or it is stuck because it has encountered a missing edge along west), and then
reverses its movement towards ecc (or ec), while the other agent remains stuck. Hence, there
exists a round r where an agent each is trying to cross ec and another agent is trying to
cross ecc.

▶ Lemma 2. If an agent executing Algorithm 1 terminates while moving along a certain
direction, then it correctly locates the black hole.

Proof. Suppose an agent ai (say) terminates while moving along west (i.e., enters the state
TerminateW ), but the next node along west is not the black hole. The reason ai has
terminated because it has found read[f(west) = 0] (i.e., the edge along west is marked
unsafe by some other agent) and MEwest (i.e., the corresponding edge along west exists),
so in which case after encountering this situation the agent directly enters state Wait 04.
In state Wait 04, the agent is instructed to wait for one round, after which it still finds
f(west) = 0 and the edge exists, i.e., no agent has returned and marked f(west) = 1 while
the edge still exists. This guarantees the next node along west to be the black hole because,
according to the principle of cautious walk, the agent which at round r (say), first traversed
along this edge to mark it unsafe (i.e., by writing f(west) = 0) must eventually return to
mark it safe whenever the corresponding edge exists (refer states Init and Backtrack0), if not
already consumed by the black hole. So, our algorithm correctly locates the black hole. ◀

▶ Corollary 4. Cautious-WaitMoveWest() ensures that at most two agents enters the
black hole.
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Algorithm 1 Cautious-WaitMoveWest(j, l)

1 States:{Init, Init’, Init” ¬Init, ¬Init’, ¬Init” Backtrack0, ¬Backtrack0, Wait01, Wait02,
Wait03, Wait04, ¬Wait01, ¬Wait02, ¬Wait03, ¬Wait04, Wait, Return, TerminateW, ¬
TerminateW }.

2 time is defined as the number of rounds since the start of the current algorithm.
3 Define g(l) = 4(l − 1)m
4 In state Init:
5 Move(west → f(west) = 0 → Backtrack0 | time ≥ g(l) : Return; current ∈ Cj :

Wait; read[f(west) = 1] ∧ MEwest : Init’; read[f(west) = ⊥] ∧ MEwest ∧ ¬LowestId :
time+1 → Init; read[f(west) = ⊥∨f(west) = 0∨f(west) = 1]∧MEwest∧ catches−waiting :
¬Init; read[f(west) = 1 ∨ f(west) = 0 ∨ f(west) = ⊥] ∧ MEwest ∧ ¬LowestId :
¬ Init; read[f(west) = 1 ∨ f(west) = ⊥] ∧ MEwest ∧ LowestId : Wait01; read[f(west) =
0] ∧ MEwest ∧ LowestId : Wait02; read[f(west) = 0] ∧ MEwest : Wait03)

6 In state ¬Init:
7 Move(east → f(east) = 1 → ¬Backtrack0 | time ≥ g(l); Exit; current ∈ Cj :

Wait; read[f(east) = 1] ∧ MEeast : ¬Init’; read[f(east) = ⊥] ∧ MEeast ∧ ¬LowestId :
time + 1 → ¬Init; read[f(east) = ⊥ ∨ f(east) = 0 ∨ f(east) = 1] ∧ MEeast ∧ catches − waiting :
Init; read[f(east) = ⊥ ∨ f(east) = 0 ∨ f(east) = 1] ∧ MEeast ∧ ¬LowestId :
Init; read[f(east) = ⊥ ∨ f(east) = 1] ∧ MEeast ∧ LowestId : ¬Wait01; read[f(east) =
0] ∧ MEeast ∧ LowestId : ¬Wait02; read[f(east) = 0] ∧ MEeast : ¬Wait03)

8 In state Backtrack0: Move(east → f(east) = 1 → Init”|MEeast : f(east) = 1 → Wait04)
9 In state Init’:Move(west|Enodes > 0 : Init)

10 In state Init”:
Move(west → f(west) = 1 → Init | Enodes > 0 : Init; MEwest : f(west) = 1 → Init)

11 In state Wait01: Move(nil|MEwest : Init)
12 In state Wait02:
13 if time mod 3m = 0 then
14 Move(nil|time ≥ g(l) : Return; time > time + 3m : ¬ Init; MEwest : Wait03)
15 else
16 Move(nil|time ≥ g(l) : Return; time mod 3m = 0 : ¬ Init; MEwest : Wait03)
17 In state Wait03:
18 ▷ time2 is the number of rounds since the agent has encountered an edge along west with

f(west) = 0
19 Move(nil|time2 > 1 ∧ read[f(west) = 0] ∧ MEwest : TerminateW; time2 >

1 ∧ read[f(west) = 0] ∧ MEwest : Init; time2 > 1 ∧ read[f(west) = 1] : Init)
20 In state Wait04: Move(nil|MEeast : Backtrack0)
21 In state Wait: Wait at the current node, until further instructed.
22 In state Return:
23 while time ≤ g(l) + 3m do
24 if an agent is waiting for another agent then
25 Change its direction of movement, until current ∈ Cj , while moving if it encounters an

edge marked with ⊥ then move cautiously. If while moving encounters a missing edge,
wait until it reappears.

26 else if more than one agent in current node then
27 Lowest Id agent follows current direction, whereas remaining agents change direction and

moves until current ∈ Cj and if it encounters an edge marked with ⊥ then move
cautiously. If while moving encounters a missing edge, wait until it reappears.

28 If last in state Backtrack0 or ¬Backtrack0 and the edge reappears then perform one step of
backtrack, mark the port 1 and return to the previous node. Otherwise, remain at the current
node until further instruction.

29 In state TerminateW: Terminate, BH is next node towards west.

▶ Lemma 3. If two agents along a safe row ring Ri of size m (m ≥ 3) executes Algorithm 1,
then at least one agent reaches the desired node within 7m rounds.

Proof. Suppose, without loss of generality, a1 and a2 are initially co-located at a node vi,j+1
along Ri and they start executing Cautious-WaitMoveWest(j, 2). We define the worst
scenario, when in the first round, a1 moves one step towards west, i.e., to the the node vi,j ,
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vi,j vi,j+1vi,j−1

m− t

a1 a2a3, a4

Figure 3 An instance where 4 agents are operating along a ring while executing Algorithm 1

while updating f(west) = 0 at vi,j+1. In this round, the other agent a2 after finding that it
is not the lowest Id and f(west) = ⊥ waits for one round. In the next round, suppose the
adversary disappears the edge (vi,j , vi,j+1), so a1 after finding this, remains stuck at vi,j in
state Backtrack0 until the edge reappears. On the other hand, a2 finds that in the second
round f(west) = 0 and the edge along west is also missing, so it waits till time = 3m rounds
at vi,j+1, and still if the edge remains missing, then it enters state Return, in which since
a1 is stuck but a2 is not stuck and waiting for a1, so a2 changes its direction towards east

and starts moving cautiously, as the nodes along east are marked with ⊥. Now, if a2 finds a
missing edge along east at round r (where r < 7m), then a1 finds the edge reappeared, so at
round r it returns to vi,j+1 marks f(west) = 1 and at round r + 1 reaches vi,j . Otherwise,
if a2 never encounters a missing edge, then along east in at most 3m rounds it reaches the
desired node vi,j and the ring is also explored, which proves our claim. ◀

▶ Lemma 4. If three agents are executing Cautious-WaitMoveWest(j, 3) along Ri and
vi,j is the black hole, then at most 2 agents enter the black hole whereas the adversary has
the ability to stop the third agent from detecting the black hole location.

Proof. Suppose at round r (where r ≤ 3m) an agent a1 enters the black hole node vi,j from
vi,j+1, then suppose at round r + t (where t ∈ Z+ and t > 0) another agent a2 reaches the
adjacent node vi,j+1, only to find (vi,j , vi,j+1) is missing and f(west) = 0. In this situation,
a2 waits at most 3m rounds and then moves towards east while it enters the state ¬Init.
In the meantime, while a2 is already waiting at vi,j+1 for the first 3m rounds, a3 at some
point catches a2, then finding the a2 is already waiting, a3 immediately moves towards east

by entering the state ¬Init (as the predicate read[f(west) = ⊥ ∨ f(west) = 0 ∨ f(west) =
1] ∧ MEwest ∧ catches − waiting in state Init is satisfied) and in at most 3m rounds enters
the black hole node vi,j from vi,j−1 along east. Next, whenever a2 reaches vi,j−1, adversary
again disappears (vi,j−1, vi,j) and whenever it reaches vi,j+1, adversary reappears (vi,j−1, vi,j)
and disappears (vi,j , vi,j+1), restricting a2 to locate the black hole, whereas both a1 and a3
has been consumed by the black hole. ◀

▶ Corollary 5. A set of 4 agents, executing Cautious-WaitMoveWest(j, l) (where l ≥ 4)
along Ri can correctly locate the black hole in at most 15m rounds, where vi,j is the black
hole node.

▶ Corollary 6. Cautious-WaitMoveWest(j, l) ensures that exactly 2 agents can be
consumed by the black hole when the desired node vi,j is also the black hole node.

▶ Lemma 5. After the first 4m rounds has elapsed executing Cautious-WaitMoveWest(j, l)
(where l > 2), if at least 3 agents are still present along Ri then it takes at most 4m rounds
for an agent among them to reach the desired node, since the last agent has reached the
desired node.

Proof. Suppose at round r − 1 there exists two agents a3 and a4 which encounters a missing
edge along east at vi,j−1 before reaching the desired node vi,j . In this situation a3 satisfies
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the predicate read[f(east) = 1 ∨ f(east) = ⊥] ∧ MEeast ∧ LowestId in state ¬Init hence
it waits at the node vi,j−1, whereas a4 satisfies the predicate read[f(east) = ⊥ ∨ f(east) =
0 ∨ f(east) = 1] ∧ MEeast ∧ ¬LowestId and hence moves in to state Init by reversing its
direction to west. On the otherhand, a1 and a2 be the other two agents which are currently
trying to reach vi,j while walking cautiously from west. Next, in round r suppose the
adversary reappears the edge (vi,j−1, vi,j) whereas disappears the edge between a1 and a2,
which leads a3 to reach the desired node in at most 3 rounds (if f(east) = ⊥), whereas a4 has
already started to move west while in state Init. Now, at this point suppose there are m − t

(where t ∈ Z+ and 1 < t < m) nodes left to be explored along west from the current position
of a1 to the desired node (refer Fig. 3). So, in at least t rounds a4 must reach a2 which is
currently waiting for at most 3m as the predicate read[f(west) = 0] ∧ MEwest ∧ LowestId

in state Init is satisfied. The moment a4 reaches the node containing a2, adversary reappears
the edge between a1 and a2, so a2 which is in state Bactrack0 returns to a1 and marks
the corresponding port to 1. So after this all three agents starts to move cautiously along
west for 3(m − t) − 2 rounds, i.e., the point at which a1 first visits the desired node from
vi,j+1, and the remaining agents a2 and a4 are at vi,j+1. At this point, adversary again
disappears the edge (vi,j , vi,j+1), so this means a1 remains stuck in state Backtrack0 until
the edge reappears, a2 starts waiting for at most 3m rounds, but a4 satisfying the predicate
read[f(west) = 1 ∨ f(west) = 0 ∨ f(west) = ⊥] ∧ MEwest ∧ LowestId reverses its direction
of movement by moving in to state ¬Init. So, in another m − t − 1 + t steps, it reaches
vi,j−1, i.e., the other side of vi,j and in the next 2 rounds, at least one of the agents between
a1, a2 and a4 reaches the desired node. So, the total number of rounds required since a3 has
reached the desired node is: t + 3(m − t) − 2 + m − 1 + 2 = 4m − 2t − 1 ≤ 4m. ◀

The following corollary follows from Lemmas 3 and 5.

▶ Corollary 7. Our algorithm ensures that among l agents operating along Ri at least l − 2
agents reach the desired node within 4(l − 1)m rounds.

▶ Lemma 6. Among the remaining two agents which enter state Return after 4(l − 1)m
rounds has elapsed, at least one among them reaches the desired node.

Proof. Suppose two agents a1 and a2 enter state Return, then there are the following
scenarios.

Without loss of generality, if a1 is trying to move along west and a2 is trying to move
along east, then since the adversary can disappear at most one edge at any round, so
either of the agent reaches the desired node in at most 3m rounds.
If both the agents move along the same direction, then also we have following scenarios.

If without loss of generality, while both agents enter state Return, a1 and a2 are along
the adjacent nodes, where a2 is waiting for a1 to return, whereas a1 in state Bactrack0

is waiting for the missing edge to reappear. In this scenario, our algorithm instructs
the waiting agent to change its direction, and move until either 3m rounds has passed,
or the agent reaches its desired node. In this case also, since both the agents start
moving along opposite direction, so either of them reaches the desired node within 3m

rounds.
If both the agents are together and moving in same direction, in this situation, the
algorithm instructs the lowest Id agent, i.e., a1 to continue moving along its direction,
whereas a2 must reverse its direction. So, by the earlier argument again, one among
these two agents reach the desired node in at most 3m rounds.
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So, in each case, we show that in at most 3m rounds, at least one among the remaining two
agents reach the desired node. ◀

The following theorem follows from Corollary 7 and Lemma 6.

▶ Theorem 6. If l agents (l ≥ 2) agents are in a safe ring Ri and they perform Cautious-
WaitMoveWest(j, l), then at least l −1 agents reach and stay on vi,j within 4(l −1)m+3m

rounds, since the start of execution of Algorithm 1.

Cautious-Move(west, j): This algorithm is a special version of Algorithm 1, it has two
stages, and requires at least 2 agent. The first stage is exploration and works for 3m rounds,
and the second stage is Exit. The algorithm works as follows, the lowest Id agent becomes
the Leader whereas the other agents becomes the Follower. The Leader follows Algorithm
2, whereas the Follower follows Algorithm 3. The Leader explores new nodes in first stage
and Follower follows the Leader until it either finds the Leader to be stuck or Leader

stops reporting either due to a missing edge or it has entered the black hole. Whenever, the
Follower finds the edge is missing and Leader is not reporting and time < 3m it waits until
the missing edge reappears or till time = 3m, whereas if it finds that the edge exists and
Leader is not reporting then it terminates the algorithm, by declaring the node in which
Leader has explored is the black hole node. On the other hand, whenever the Leader is
also stuck due to a missing edge along its moving direction, then both Leader and Follower

waits until time = 3m. Whenever time > 3m, both Leader and Follower enter the second
stage, i.e., state Exit, in which, irrespective of the fact that they are stuck or not, they try
to return to their desired node, i.e., the node along Cj-th column, while returning each
agent irrespective of Leader or Follower is instructed to mark the port of each node along
their movement to 1 if not already marked so. Whenever the agents while returning back
encounters a missing edge, the lowest Id agent waits and other agents changes direction.

The pseudocode of Cautious-Move(west, j) is explained in algorithm 2 and 3. Also,
note that the algorithm is similar for other directions as well only change happens in the
direction. The lemmas and corollaries explained for Cautious-Move(west, j), also holds
for other directions as well.

▶ Lemma 7. If l (l ≥ 2) agents execute Cautious-Move(west, j) along a safe ring Ri,
then at least l − 1 agents reach vi,j within 3lm rounds.

Proof. We claim the above statement is true with the help of induction.
Base Case: Let two agents a1 and a2 perform Cautious-Move(west, j) starting from the
node vi,j along Ri. So, initially a1 becomes the Leader and a2 becomes the Follower and
they start moving cautiously along west. Now, suppose a1 encounters a missing edge, then in
this scenario, according to the algorithm both the agent waits until time = 3m, after which
they try to return to vi,j . Now, while the edge along west is still missing, they together
start moving towards east to reach back to vi,j , and this takes at most m rounds. In this
situation, the adversary reappears the earlier edge, and disappears one edge along east further
blocking both a1 and a2. Now according to the algorithm, a1 waits whereas a2 changes its
direction to west and tries to reach vi,j in at most m rounds, in the meantime, suppose the
adversary again stops a2 by disappearing an edge along west whereas reappears the earlier
edge unblocking a1, so in additional m rounds, either a1 or a2 reaches vi,j . Hence in at most
6m rounds from the start of the algorithm, at least a1 or a2, reaches the desired node vi,j .
Induction Hypothesis: Let us suppose l − 2 agents reach vi,j within 3(l − 1)m rounds.
Inductive Case: So, in this situation, the only possibility is that the remaining two agents
al−1 and al (say) are together and encounters a missing edge along east (or west) while the
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Algorithm 2 Cautious-MoveLeader(west, j)

1 In state NewNode:
2 Move(west → f(west) = 0 → Backtrack| time > 3m : Exit; MEwest :

Wait; MEwest ∧ read[f(west) = 1] : Init; MEwest ∧ read[f(west) = 0] : Wait01).
3 In state Backtrack:

Move(east → f(east) = 1 → Next| time > 3m : Exit; MEeast : f(east) = 1 → Wait02)
4 In state Next: Move(west → f(west) = 1 → NewNode| time > 3m : Exit; MEwest :

f(west) = 1 → Wait03)
5 In state Init: Move(west → NewNode | time > 3m : Exit; MEwest : Wait)
6 In state Wait:Move(nil| time > 3m : Exit; MEwest ∧ read[f(west) = 1] :

Init; MEwest ∧ read[f(west) = 0] : Wait01)
7 In state Wait01:
8 ▷ time1 is defined as the number of rounds since the agent has encountered an edge along west

with f(west) = 0.
9 Move(nil| time1 > 1 ∧ read[f(west) = 0] ∧ MEwest : TerminateW; MEwest : Wait; time >

3m : Exit)
10 In state Wait02:Move(nil| time > 3m : Exit; MEeast : Backtrack)
11 In state Wait03:Move(nil| time > 3m : Exit; MEwest : Next)
12 In state TerminateW:Terminate, BH is the next node towards west.
13 In state Exit:
14 Each agent moves until reaches the node in j-th column, if a node is marked ⊥ or 0 , mark it 1

and continue its movement.
15 if Encounters a Missing Edge then
16 If no agent is already stuck, then lowest Id agent gets stuck for the edge to reappear, others

change direction.

Algorithm 3 Cautious-MoveFollower(west, j)

1 In state Follow:
2 Move(west| time > 3m : Exit; read[f(west) = 0] ∧ catches[Leader] : Wait01; read[f(west) =

0] ∧ ¬catches[Leader] ∧ MEwest : Wait; MEwest :
Wait01; MEwest ∧ catches[Leader] ∧ read[f(west) = 0] : Wait01)

3 In state Wait01:
4 Move(nil| time > 3m : Exit; MEwest ∧ read[f(west) = 1] : Follow)
5 In state Wait:
6 ▷ time1 is defined as the number of rounds since the agent has encountered an edge along west

with f(west) = 0.
7 Move(west| time1 > 1 ∧ read[f(west) = 0] ∧ MEwest : TerminateW; MEwest : Follow)
8 In state TerminateW: Terminate, BH is the next node towards west.
9 In state Exit:

10 Each agent moves until reaches the node in j-th column, if a node is marked ⊥ or 0 , mark it 1
and continue its movement.

11 if Encounters a Missing Edge then
12 If no agent is already stuck, then lowest Id agent gets stuck for the edge to reappear, others

change direction.
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last of the other l − 2 agent, reach vi,j within 3(l − 1)m rounds along west (or east). It is
because, in state Exit, the adversary can make only the lowest Id agents wait with respect to
a missing edge, whereas the other agents start moving in the opposite direction. This means
that if, these two remaining agents is not together then either of these two agents will have
eventually reached vi,j within 3(l − 1)m rounds.

So, suppose these two agents while moving towards west (or east) for at most m rounds,
encounters a missing edge, which makes the agent al−1 wait, whereas al changes its direction
to east (or west) and tries to reach vi,j in at most m rounds, and again encounters another
missing edge along east (or west), so in another m rounds either of these two agents reach
vi,j . This implies in at most 3(l − 1)m + 3m rounds l − 1 agents reach the desired node.
Hence, the inductive step also holds. ◀

▶ Corollary 8. If l agents enter the state Exit, then at least l − 1 agents reach vi,j by at most
3(l − 1)m rounds.

CautiousDoubleOscillation[10] We have used this BHS ring exploration algorithm as
a sub-routine in our BHS Torus exploration algorithm. The only difference is that both
Avanguard and Retroguard while exploring a new node marks the corresponding ports
safe or unsafe in whiteboard, so this means if Retroguard enters the black hole while
exploring a sector of

√
m nodes along Ri (or

√
n nodes along Cj) then using the whiteboard

instead of a pebble, Leader can detect its location.
As stated in [10], three agents executing CautiousDoubleOscillation requires O(m1.5)

rounds to detect the black hole along a 1-interval connected ring of size m.

6 Co-located Agents

In this section, we propose two BHS algorithms on n × m dynamic torus. First algorithm
requires n + 3 agents and works in O(nm1.5) rounds, whereas the second algorithm requires
n + 4 agents and works in O(nm) rounds.

6.1 BHS with n + 3 agents
The set of n + 3 agents, A = {a1, a2, . . . , an+3} are initially located at a safe node vi,j ,
also termed as home. Initially from home, a1 and a2 executes the algorithm Cautious-
Move(north, i), whereas a3 and a4 executes Cautious-Move(south, i). Once 12n rounds
have passed, at least 3 out of these 4 agents return to vi,j (refer corollary 8). Whenever
3 among 4 agents return back to home, the first three lowest Id agents become Leader,
Avanguard and Retroguard and and they are instructed to perform CautiousDou-
bleOscillation along Ri. Now, as per Lemmas 14 and 15 in [10] it takes at most
T = 19m1.5 + 7(m +

√
m) rounds to locate the black hole along Ri. So, after T rounds

since the start of CautiousDoubleOscillation, if the algorithm hasn’t terminated (or
the black hole is not detected) then these agents are instructed to return to vi,j which is
the desired node, irrespective of the fact, whether they are stuck or not. While returning,
if an agent encounters a missing edge, then the lowest Id agent waits, whereas the other
agent changes direction. Using this strategy, in at most 6m rounds, at least 2 among 3
agents return to vi,j (as this is similar to state Exit in algorithm Cautious-Move(), hence
by corollary 8 this bound holds). After which they all together start executing Cautious-
WaitMoveSouth(i − 1, 4), which enables at least 3 among n + 3 agents reach the node
vi−1,j and continue the same process. This process iterates for each Ri, where 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1.
The pseudocode is explained in Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4 BHS with n + 3 agents
1 Instruct a1 and a2 to perform Cautious-Move(north, i).
2 Instruct a3 and a4 to perform Cautious-Move(south, i).
3 if time > 12n then
4 for t = i; t ≤ i + 1; t − − do
5 3 lowest Id agents at vt,j perform CautiousDoubleOscillation.
6 ▷ time1 is defined as the number of rounds since the last call of

CautiousDoubleOscillation.
7 if time1 > T then
8 Exit CautiousDoubleOscillation.
9 Return to vi,j , whether stuck or not.

10 if Encounters a missing edge then
11 Lowest Id agent waits for the edge to reappear, whereas the remaining agents

change direction.

12 if time1 > T + 6m then
13 Each agent along Cj is instructed to perform Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(t − 1, 4).

▶ Lemma 8. Algorithm 4, ensures that there always exist 3 agents to perform Cautious-
DoubleOscillation along Ri, where 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1.

Proof. Suppose the black hole is somewhere along the ring Ri+1, and since home = vi,j ,
so according to Algorithm 4, Ri+1 is the last ring to be explored for black hole. Moreover,
since G has n many rows and there are n + 3 agents. We prove the above statement by
contradiction, suppose two agents reach vi+1,j for exploration of Ri+1 instead of three at
the end of Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(i + 1, 4) at the (n − 1)-th iteration of Algorithm 4.
This implies that leaving these two agents which has reached vi+1,j , there are n + 1 agents
along n − 1 rows, i.e., either there exists one row with three agents or there exists two rows
with two agents each. In either case, after the execution of CautiousDoubleOscillation,
the adversary can restrict at most one among 3 agents from returning to a node along Cj .
So, in each execution along Rt, ∀t ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}\{i + 1} at most one agent is unable to
return to Cj . This means, n − 1 agents are unable to return to Cj , so the remaining two
agents are somewhere along Cj . Again, by Theorem 6 at most one agent can be stuck while
executing Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(i + 1, 4), that means at least one among these two
agents must have reached vi+1,j as each agent along Cj performs this execution while in the
(n − 1)-th iteration, which leads to a contradiction to the fact that 2 agents reach Ri+1 at
the end of (n − 1)-th iteration. ◀

▶ Lemma 9. It takes at most T + 6m + 15n rounds to perform one iteration of the for loop
in Algorithm 4.

Proof. Observe that CautiousDoubleOscillation takes at most T = 19m1.5 + 7(m +√
m) rounds on Rt (for any t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}) to detect the black hole (by Lemmas

14 and 15 of algorithm [10]), and if there is no black hole along Rt then within this
many rounds the ring is explored. So, whenever T rounds has elapsed since the start of
CautiousDoubleOscillation on Rt, Algorithm 4 instructs these 3 agents to return to vt,j

irrespective of the fact that they are stuck or not, so in at most 6m rounds at least 2 agents
return to vt,j . Lastly, all the agents not stuck along Cj are instructed to perform Cautious-
MoveSouth(t−1, 4), and by Theorem 6, it takes at most 15n (g(4)+3n = 12n+3n) rounds
for at least 3 agents to reach vt−1,j . Hence, in at most T + 6m + 15n rounds an iteration of
for loop of algorithm 4 is executed. ◀

▶ Lemma 10. Our algorithm correctly locates the black hole.
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Proof. Suppose, the black hole is along Cj where home = vi,j , then in step 1 and step 2 of
Algorithm 4, the black hole is detected. It is because, a1 and a3 being the Leader along
north and south, respectively, can simultaneously enter the black hole in the worst case,
whereas a2 and a4, being the Follower of them waits for at most 3n rounds in their Leader’s
adjacent nodes. Since Cj is a column ring of size n, hence there exists a round, in which a2
is waiting for a1, whereas a4 is waiting for a3, and the adversary can only disappear only
one edge among them. So, either of these two agents will inevitably locate the black hole
position and terminate the algorithm.

Otherwise, if the black hole is located along a ring Rt such that the node is not along Cj , so
when the algorithm instructs the 3 agents at vt,j to perform CautiousDoubleOscillation
at some iteration, then these three agents ultimately detects the black hole, and it follows
from the correctnes of CautiousDoubleOscillation in [10]. ◀

▶ Theorem 7. A group of n + 3 agents along a dynamic torus of size n × m correctly locates
the black hole in O(nm1.5) rounds while executing Algorithm 4.

Proof. By lemma 9, it takes at most T + 6m + 15n ≈ O(m1.5) rounds (since 3 ≤ n ≤ m) to
explore a ring Ri and reach the next node vi−1,j . Now, since the torus is of size n × m, hence
there are n such rings in G and in order to explore and locate the black hole, in the worst
case, each of the n rings need to be explored, so it takes n · O(m1.5) = O(nm1.5) rounds. ◀

6.2 BHS with n + 4 agents
In this case the set of n + 4 agents, A = {a1, a2, . . . , an+4} agents are initially co-located
at home = vi,j , say. The algorithm in this case is similar as the earlier BHS algorithm
with n + 3 agents, the only difference is that here in order to explore Rt, instead of 3, 4
agents are used, where the lowest and second lowest Id agents at vt,j perform Cautious-
Move(west, j) and the third lowest and fourth lowest Id agents are instructed to perform
Cautious-Move(east, j), instead of CautiousDoubleOscillation. The pseudocode is
explained in algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 BHS with n + 4 agents
1 Instruct a1 and a2 to perform Cautious-Move(north, i).
2 Instruct a3 and a4 to perform Cautious-Move(south, i).
3 if time > 12n then
4 for t = i; t ≤ i − 1; t − − do
5 Instruct the lowest and second lowest Id agents at vt,j to perform

Cautious-Move(west, j).
6 Instruct the third lowest and fourth lowest Id agents at vt,j to perform

Cautious-Move(east, j).
7 ▷ time1 is defined as the time since the last call of Cautious-Move.
8 if time1 > 12m then
9 Perform Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(t − 1, 5).

▶ Lemma 11. At least 3 among 4 agents executing Cautious-Move(west, j) and Cautious-
Move(east, j) along Rt at some i-th iteration of Algorithm 5 reach vt,j within 12m rounds
since the start of Cautious-Move() in the current iteration, where 0 ≤ t ≤ n − 1.

Proof. As stated, Cautious-Move(west, j) and Cautious-Move(east, j), takes at most
3m rounds to explore the ring Rt, after which each of the 4 agents enter the state Exit, so by
Corollary 8 at least 3 among 4 agents reach vt,j in at most 9m rounds (9m rounds from the
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moment they entered the state Exit). So, in total at least 3 among 4 return to vt,j within
12m rounds since the start of execution of Cautious-Move() while exploring Rt. ◀

▶ Lemma 12. Our BHS algorithm with n + 4 agents, ensures that in every iteration there
always exists 4 agents to perform Cautious-Move(west, j) and Cautious-Move(east, j).

Proof. As earlier stated in Lemma 11 at least 3 among 4 agents return to vt,j within 12m

rounds, while exploring Rt. So, if Ri+1 is the last ring to be explored in G, then at most n − 1
agents are stuck along Rt, t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}\{i + 1}, whereas the remaining 5 agents must
have successfully reached the nodes along Cj before the (n − 1)-th execution of Cautious-
WaitMoveSouth(i, 5). So, just the execution of Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(i, 5) at line
9 of algorithm 5, ensures that at least 4 among 5 agents reach vi+1,j within 19n (by Theorem
6) rounds from the start of this execution. This in turn proves that at each iteration, there
exists at least 4 agents at vi,j in order to explore Ri. ◀

▶ Lemma 13. A set of n + 4 agents executing Algorithm 5, correctly locates the black hole.

Proof. We have the following cases: first, the black hole lies along Cj , second, it does not lie
along Cj .

If the black hole is along Cj , then 4 agents a1, a2, a3 and a4 correctly locates the black
hole. It is because, a1 and a3 acts a Leader while exploring along north and south,
respectively, whereas a2 and a4 acts as a Follower of a1 and a3. Since, Cj has n many
nodes, so both a1 and a3 if not blocked due to a missing edge, eventually reaches the
black hole node from either side in the worst case, whereas their respective followers reach
the adjacent node. While the adversary has the ability to restrict one of the Follower

from determining the black hole node, the other Follower inevitably locates the black
hole node and terminates the algorithm.
If the black hole node is not along Cj , suppose it is at the node vi′,j′ along Ri′ (where
i′ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} and j′ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m − 1}\{j}), in which case at some t-th iteration,
i.e., while exploring Ri′ , any set of 4 agents executing Cautious-Move(west, j) and
Cautious-Move(east, j), can correctly locate the black hole by the earlier argument.

◀

▶ Theorem 8. A group of n + 4 agents executing Algorithm 5 along a dynamic torus of size
n × m correctly locates the black hole in O(nm) rounds.

Proof. Initially, to explore Cj , 4 agents performing Cautious-Move(north, i) and Cautious-
Move(south, i) requires at most 12n rounds, either to detect the black hole or to explore
Cj and return to vi,j . Next, for exploring a ring Ri of size m, a set of 4 agents again
executing Cautious-Move(west, j) and Cautious-Move(east, j), requires at most 12m

rounds either to detect the black hole or to explore Ri and then return back to the node vi,j .
Lastly, in order to move at least 4 agents from Ri to Ri−1, at most 19n (g(5)+3n = 16n+3n)
rounds are required due to the execution of Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(i − 1, 5) at line 9
of Algorithm 5. So, in order to successfully explore a single ring for black hole, our algorithm
5 requires at most 12m + 19n rounds, leaving the initial exploration of Cj . Now, there are
n such rings to be explored in the worst case, so the total number of rounds required to
execute Algorithm 5 is: 12n + n(12m + 19n) = O(mn), since 3 ≤ n ≤ m. ◀

▶ Note. Our both Algorithms 4 and 5 for co-located agents, working with a set of n + 3 and
n + 4 agents, respectively, ensures that at most 2 agents enter the black hole. Fig. 4 denotes
that if the black hole is along the column of home node (i.e., along C0 in the figure) then in
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Figure 4 Representing all possible black hole consumption while executing either algorithm 4 or 5

the first two steps of both the algorithms the black hole is detected and at most one agent
each enters the black hole from north and south. Otherwise, if the black hole is not along
the column of home (i.e., along C2 (say) in figure), then while exploring the respective row
(R0 in the figure) the black hole is detected and at most two agents can enter the black hole
along east and west. In each possible case, our algorithms ensure at most two agents enter
the black hole in the worst case.

7 Scattered Agents

In this section we propose two BHS algorithms on an n×m dynamic torus. Our first algorithm
works with n + 6 agents and require O(nm1.5) rounds, whereas our second algorithm works
with n + 7 agents and require O(nm) rounds.

7.1 BHS with n + 6 agents

A set of n + 6 agents, A = {a1, a2, . . . , an+6} are initially scattered along different nodes of
the torus G, i.e., the agents are arbitrarily placed, where there may be more than one agent
at a node or there can be single agent at each n + 6 nodes in G.

At the first step, each agent performs Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6) from any initial
configuration, so after 23m (g(6) + 3m = 20m + 3m) rounds has elapsed since the start of
Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6), each agent currently along C0 is further instructed to
perform Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(0, 6), so after 23n rounds has elapsed since Cautious-
WaitMoveSouth(0, 6), if at least 3 agents have reached the node v0,0, then 3 lowest Id
agents at v0,0 become Leader, Avanguard and Retroguard, respectively and are then
instructed to perform CautiousDoubleOscillation along R0. Hence, within T rounds
from the start of CautiousDoubleOscillation either the black hole is detected and
the algorithm terminates or the ring R0 is explored. After T rounds since the start of
CautiousDoubleOscillation these 3 agents are instructed to return to v0,0 by marking
each node along their movement till v0,0 to 1 (as the ring is explored and there is no black
hole in this ring, so an agent can mark each port as safe, if not already marked so). So, by
corollary 8 in at most 6m rounds at least 2 among these 3 agents return to v0,0, after which,
each agent in G are instructed to perform Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6).

On the other hand, if two agents have reached v0,0 after 23n rounds has elapsed since
Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(0, 6), then the lowest Id agent cautiously walks along west

whereas the other agent cautiously walks along east. If along their movement they catches
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another agent trying to move along the same direction, then they together perform Cautious-
Move() in the same direction. After 3m rounds has passed since they have started cautious
walk, these agents along R0 are instructed to return to v0,0 by marking each port along their
movement to 1. So, within 6m rounds, if 3 agents are along R0 then at least 2 among them
returns or if 2 agents are along R0 then at least 1 among them returns, further each agent
along G is again instructed to perform Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6). This process
iterates for each Ri rings (where 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1), depending on whether 2 or 3 agents have
reached the node vi,0. The pseudocode is explained in the algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6 BHS with n + 6 agents
1 Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6).
2 for i = 0; i ≤ n − 1; i + + do
3 ▷ time1 is defined as the number rounds since the last call of Cautious-WaitMoveWest().
4 if time1 > 23m then
5 All the agents along C0 perform Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(i, 6).
6 ▷ time2 is defined as the number rounds since the last call of

Cautious-WaitMoveSouth().
7 if time2 > 23n then
8 if 2 agents at vi,0 then
9 Instruct lowest Id agent at vi,0 to perform Cautious walk along west and the

other agent to perform Cautious walk along east.
10 If either agent catches another agent, then they together perform

Cautious-Move along the same direction.
11 ▷ time3 is defined as the number rounds since the agents started cautious walk

along Ri

12 if time3 > 3m then
13 Each agent along Ri is instructed to return to vi,0 while marking each port

along their movement to 1 if not already marked, irrespective of the fact
that they are stuck or not.

14 if encounters a missing edge then
15 Lowest Id agent waits for the edge to reappear, whereas the other agents

change direction.
16 if time3 > 9m then
17 Each agent perform Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6).

18 else
19 Instruct the three lowest Id agents at vi,0 to perform

CautiousDoubleOscillation.
20 ▷ time4 is defined as the number of rounds since the last call of

CautiousDoubleOscillation.
21 if time4 > T then
22 Each agent along Ri is instructed to return to vi,0 while marking each port

along their movement to 1 if not already marked, irrespective of the fact
that they are stuck or not.

23 if encounters a missing edge then
24 Lowest Id agent waits for the edge to reappear, whereas the other agents

change direction.
25 if time4 > T + 6m then
26 Each agent perform Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6).

▶ Lemma 14. If 2 agents reach vi,0 at the i-th iteration of Algorithm 6 when time2 > 23n,
and the algorithm has not terminated yet, then this implies exactly 3 agents has entered black
hole from three different directions.

Proof. We prove the above lemma by contradiction, let us consider less than 3 agents have
entered the black hole, this implies there are at least n + 4 remaining agents, out of which
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only 2 agents has reached vi,0 within time2 ≤ 23n at the i-th iteration of Algorithm 6. Since,
vi,0 is the node to be visited at the i-th iteration, as Ri is the ring to be explored at the
current iteration, this means the black hole is not located along Rt, ∀ t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , i − 1}),
as otherwise the algorithm must have already terminated while exploring Rt. This implies,
black hole is somewhere along the nodes of the following row rings Ri, . . . , Rn−1. Now, we
have two cases:

Let the black hole be at a node vt′,j (where t′ ∈ {i, . . . , n − 1} and j ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1}).
In this case, as Rt′ is not yet explored, hence we claim that at most one agent has entered
the black hole while at most one agent is stuck while trying to reach vt′,0. Note that
this claim holds as the only execution performed along Rt′ till the current iteration is
Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6) which assures by Corollary 6 that if vt′,0 is not the
black hole node then at most 1 agent can enter the black hole. Now, if all row rings have
at most 5 agents at the end of (i−2)-th iteration, then by Theorem 6, leaving at most one
agent at each row ring and one agent consumed by the black hole, remaining at least 5
(= n+6−n−1) agents must reach C0 after execution of Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6)
at the i − 1-th iteration. Further, an execution of Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(0, 6) in
the i-th iteration will bring at least 4 among these 5 agents to vi,0 within time2 ≤ 18n,
contradicting our claim. On the other hand, if there exists at least one row ring with at
least 6 agents at the end of (i − 2)-th iteration and other n − 1 rows with n agents, then
again by Theorem 6, at least 5 among them must reach C0 (if that ring with at least 6
agents is Rt′ then leaving at most 2 agents, i.e., one in black hole and one stuck, the
remaining 4 agents must reach C0 while executing Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6),
whereas at least one agent among remaining n agents distributed in the other n − 1
rings must also reach C0 while performing the same Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6)
execution in the (i−1)-th iteration) by the end of (i−1)-th iteration and further execution
of Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(0, 6) in the i-th iteration takes at least 4 among them
to vi,0 within time2 ≤ 23n, contradicts our claim.
Let the black hole be at a node vt′,0 (where t′ ∈ {i, . . . , n − 1}). In this case, if 4 agents
operate along Rt′ then execution of Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6) will itself detect
the black hole (refer Corollary 5). So, this means there are at most 3 agents along Rt′ . If
3 agents are along Rt′ then by Lemma 4, 2 of them can enter the black hole from west

and east while the other agent can remain stuck somewhere along Rt′ . Otherwise, if
at most 2 agents are along Rt′ then also either both of these agents have entered black
hole along east and west or one among them has entered the black hole and the other is
stuck, while another agent must have entered the black hole along north or south while
executing Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(0, 6) at some iteration of Algorithm 6. In either
case, there exists at least n + 3 (= n + 6 − 2 − 1) agents along the remaining n − 1. By
earlier argument, if there exists at least one row with 6 agents (and that row is not Rt′)
at (i − 1)-th iteration then within time2 ≤ 23n at least 4 among these 6 agents reach the
desired node, which leads to a contradiction. So, each of these n − 1 rows, has at most
5 agents, this means leaving at most n − 1 agents stuck along n − 1 row rings (leaving
Rt′), the remaining 4 (= n + 3 − (n − 1)) agents must reach C0 at the end of (i − 1)-th
iteration and again execution of Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(0, 6) along C0 at the i-th
iteration must bring at least 3 agents at vi,0 within time2 ≤ 23n, contradicts our claim.

So, in each case we attain a contradiction. ◀

▶ Corollary 9. If 3 agents enter black hole from 3 directions without detecting it, then 2
among these 3 directions are east and west, whereas the 3rd is either north or south.
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▶ Lemma 15. Our BHS algorithm with n + 6 agents, ensures that if at the i-th iteration
after time2 > 23n only 2 agents are present at vi,0, then there exists another agent stuck
somewhere along Ri.

Proof. This situation of 2 agents reaching vi,0 arises when 3 agents have already entered
the black hole within time2 ≤ 23n at the i-th iteration of the algorithm, by Lemma 14. Let
us consider that no agent is stuck along Ri, so leaving the two agents which has reached
vi,0, there exists n + 1 (n + 6 − 3 − 2) agents along n − 1 row rings. If there exists at least
one row (note, that row is not the row with black hole) with at least 6 agents before the
beginning of Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6) step at the (i − 1)-th iteration of Algorithm
6, then this ensures that at least 5 among these 6 agents will reach a node along C0. Next,
performing Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(i, 6) at the i-th iteration will move at least 4
among these 5 agents to vi,0 (as at most one can get stuck along C0). This leads to a
contradiction, that only 2 agents reach vi,0 at the i-th iteration. On the contrary, if at
most 5 agents are located at each of these n − 1 rows, leaving Ri, before the execution of
Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6) at the (i − 1)-th iteration. In that scenario, executing
Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6), ensures that leaving at most 1 agent in each n − 1 row
ring, the remaining excess agents reach C0. Now, as per our assumption, 3 agents have
already entered the black hole, and at most n − 1 agents are stuck along the n − 1 row
rings, this leaves the excess 4 agents (= n + 6 − (n − 1) − 3) to be along C0 at the start of
i-th iteration. So, whenever the algorithm again instructs each agent along C0 to perform
Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(0, 6) (at step 5 of Algorithm 6), then at least 3 among them
reach vi,0 by time2 ≤ 23n rounds. So, this again leads to a contradiction that 2 agents are
at vi,0 when time2 > 23n. Hence, this concludes the fact that if 2 agents reach vi,0 at the
i-th iteration , then there exists another agent stuck along Ri. ◀

▶ Lemma 16. Our BHS algorithm with n + 6 agents correctly locates the black hole.

Proof. We consider each possible position of the black hole, and in each case we prove that
our algorithm correctly detects it.

Suppose black hole is along C0, in this case, consider the black hole node to be at the node
vi,0. Now, initially if 4 agents are located along Ri, then by Corollary 5, 4 agents perform-
ing Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6) along Ri can locate the black hole in at most 15m

rounds (refer Corollary 5). Otherwise, if at most 3 agents are located along Ri, so the worst
possible situation is that 2 agents enter black hole along east and west whereas the 3rd
agent is stuck by a missing edge, while executing Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6). In
this situation, in the i-th iteration, while performing Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(i, 6)
at least 2 agents try to reach vi,0 along C0 because at most n agents are stuck along n

row rings, at most 3 agents have already entered the black hole without yet detecting
it (these 3 directions are east, west and north or south), and at most 1 agent is stuck
along C0 along its way to reach vi,0. So, the adversary has no other ability to stop these
two agents from reaching vi,j , and at most one among them enters the black hole while
the other agent correctly locates the black hole.
Suppose the black hole is not along C0, in this case, consider the black hole node to
be at a node vi,j (where j ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1}). As, the black hole is not along C0,
so the only operation performed along Ri before the exploration of Ri is Cautious-
WaitMoveWest(0, 6). This implies at most one agent is consumed by the black
hole either from east or west while performing Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6), as
by Corollary 6, at most 2 agents enter the black hole while performing Cautious-
WaitMoveWest(j, l) along Ri when the black hole is itself the node vi,j . This means,
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at the i-th iteration at least 3 agents reach the node vi,0 within time2 ≤ 23n and they
perform CautiousDoubleOscillation along Ri which correctly locates the black hole.

◀

▶ Theorem 9. A group of n + 6 agents executing Algorithm 6 along a dynamic torus of size
n × m correctly locates the black hole in O(nm1.5) rounds.

Proof. In order to reach at least 3 agents from any initial configuration to v0,0, our algorithm
takes at most 23(n + m) rounds (since, Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6) takes at most
23m rounds to reach a node along C0 and Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(0, 6) takes another
at most 23n rounds to reach v0,0). Next, performing CautiousDoubleOscillation along
R0 takes at most T rounds (where, T = 19m1.5 + 7(m +

√
m) rounds). Now, there are n

many such row rings, and we iterate the above process for each n rings, so total number of
rounds is: n(T + 23(n + m)) = O(nm1.5), as 3 ≤ n ≤ m. ◀

7.2 BHS with n + 7 agents
In this case the set of n + 7 agents, A = {a1, a2, . . . , an+7} are scattered along the nodes of
G. The BHS algorithm with n + 7 agents is almost similar as the earlier BHS algorithm with
n + 6 agent. The differences are as follows: at each iteration the agents are instructed to
perform Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 7) instead of Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 6).
Next, while exploring a ring Ri at the i-th iteration at least 3 agents reach vi,0 within
time2 > 27m (g(7) + 3m = 24m + 3m), whereas in Algorithm 6 at least 2 agents reach vi,0,
within time2 > 23m. Next, if 3 agents reach vi,0, then our earlier algorithm, 2 agent scenario
is similar to 3 agent scenario in this case. In Algorithm 6, both agents are instructed to walk
cautiously along west and east, respectively, but now as we have one more agent, so two lowest
Id agents among them perform Cautious-Move(west, i), while the other walks cautiously
along east. Otherwise, if 4 agent reach vi,0, then this case is again similar to our 3 agent case
in Algorithm 6, in which these 3 agents perform CautiousDoubleOscillation whereas
in Algorithm 7 as we have one more agent, so two lowest Id agents perform Cautious-
Move(west, 0) and the other two agents (i.e., 3rd lowest and 4th lowest Id agents) perform
Cautious-Move(east, 0), and all these process iterates for each row ring.

▶ Lemma 17. If 3 agents reach vi,0 when time2 > 27n, and the algorithm has not terminated,
then 3 agents have entered the black hole from three different directions.

▶ Lemma 18. Our BHS algorithm with n + 7 agents ensures that if at the i-th iteration
after time2 > 27n only 3 agents are present at vi,0, then there exists another agent stuck
somewhere along Ri.

Lemmas 17 and 18 are just a consequence of Lemmas 14 and 15, it is because, the
strategies used in the earlier algorithm from reaching C0 then to vi,0 at the i-th iteration is
same in this algorithm as well, only difference is that we have used one extra agent, which
changes only the row ring exploration strategies. Also, Corollary 9 holds for this algorithm
as well.

▶ Lemma 19. Algorithm 7 correctly locates the black hole with a set of n + 7 agents.

Proof. Similarly as proved earlier in case of Algorithm 6, in this case also we show that for
each possible position of the black hole, our Algorithm 7 correctly locates the black hole.
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Algorithm 7 BHS with n + 7 agents
1 Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 7)
2 for t = 0; i ≤ n − 1; i + + do
3 ▷ time1 is defined as the number of rounds since the last call of

Cautious-WaitMoveWest().
4 if time1 > 27m then
5 All the agents along C0 perform Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(i, 7).
6 ▷ time2 is defined as the number of rounds since the last call of

Cautious-WaitMoveSouth().
7 if time2 > 27n then
8 if 3 agents at vi,0 then
9 Instruct the first two lowest Id agents to perform Cautious-Move(west, 0) and

the other agent to perform cautious walk along east.
10 If the single agent performing cautious walk along east catches another agent not

stuck, then they together perform Cautious-Move(east, 0).
11 ▷ time3 is defined as the number of rounds since the last call of

Cautious-Move(west, 0)
12 if time3 > 3m then
13 if the single agent still performs cautious walk along east and not

Cautious-Move(east, 0) then
14 Instruct it to return back to vi,0 whether stuck or not by marking each

port along its movement to 1, if not already marked.
15 if time3 > 12m then
16 Each agent is instructed to perform Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 7).

17 else
18 Instruct the two lowest Id agents to perform Cautious-Move(west, 0) and the

third and fourth lowest Id agent to perform Cautious-Move(east, 0).
19 ▷ time4 is defined as the number of rounds since the last call of

Cautious-Move(west, 0).
20 if time4 > 12m then
21 Perform Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 7)

Suppose the black hole is along C0, and let the black hole be at the node vi,0. If 4 agents
are initially placed along Ri, then just performing Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 7)
will itself locate the black hole (refer Corollary 5). On the contrary, if at most 3 agents
are along Ri, then in the worst case two agents get consumed along east and west and
the third agent is stuck by a missing edge. Further, at the i-th iteration, performing
Cautious-WaitMoveSouth(i, 7) takes at least 3 agents to vi,0. By Lemmas 17 and 18,
this situation occurs when 3 agents have already entered the black hole along east, west

and north or south while n agents are stuck along n row ring and 1 agent is stuck along
C0. Now, observe the adversary cannot stop any more agent along C0 as it has already
stopped one agent which is stuck along C0, so these three agents will ultimately detect
the black hole position.
Suppose the black hole is not along C0, and let the black hole node be at the node
vi,j (where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m − 1}). So, the only operation performed along Ri before
its exploration at the i-th iteration is Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 7), which can
consume at most one agent and stuck another agent (refer Corollary 6 and Theorem 6).
This implies at the i-th iteration at least 4 agents reach vi,0 within time2 ≤ 27n, and
performing Cautious-Move(west, 0) by 2 agents and Cautious-Move(east, 0) by the
other 2, will ultimately locate the black hole in at most 3m rounds.

◀

▶ Theorem 10. A group of n + 7 agents executing Algorithm 7 along a dynamic torus of
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Figure 5 Represents all possible black hole consumption while executing either Algorithm 6 or 7

size n × m correctly locates the black hole in O(nm) rounds.

Proof. From any initial configuration, in order to reach v0,0 for at least 3 agents, it
takes at most 27(m + n) rounds (as Cautious-WaitMoveWest(0, 7) and Cautious-
WaitMoveSouth(0, 7) takes at most 27m and 27n rounds, respectively). Next, whenever
at least 3 agents reach R0, they perform Cautious-Move() which takes another at most
12m rounds (where 3m rounds are required to explore R0 and 9m rounds are required for at
least 3 among 4 agents to return to v0,0 by Corollary 8). Hence, in total at most 39m + 27n

rounds are required to explore R0 from any initial configuration. Now, this process is iterated
for each n row ring, hence the total number of rounds required to execute Algorithm 7 is:
n(39m + 27n) = O(mn). ◀

▶ Note. Our both Algorithms 6 and 7 for scattered agents, working with a set of n + 6 and
n+7 agents, respectively, ensures that at most 4 agents enter the black hole. Fig. 5 denotes if
the black hole is along C0 then in the first step while executing Cautious-WaitMoveWest()
at most two agents can enter black hole from east and west, respectively, and if the black hole
is not yet detected, then while executing the exploration of Ri (i.e., R1 in figure) another at
most two agents can enter the black hole from north and south in step 5 of both algorithms.
Otherwise, if the black hole is not along C0, then while exploring the respective row (R0 in
the figure) the black hole is detected and at most two agents can enter it along east and west,
for both the algorithms. So our algorithms ensure at most 4 agents can enter the black hole.

8 Conclusion

In this paper we have considered the black hole search problem on a dynamic torus, in
which each row and column are 1-interval connected. We have considered two types of
initial configuration of the agents and in each case gave the bounds (both upper and lower
bound) on number of agents and complexity in order to locate the black hole. To be specific,
when the agents are initially co-located, first, we give lower bounds of n + 2 and Ω(m log n)
on number of agents and rounds, respectively. Next, with n + 3 agents we design a BHS
algorithm that works in O(nm1.5) rounds whereas with n + 4 agents we propose an improved
algorithm that works in O(nm) rounds.

When the agents are scattered, we give a lower bound of n + 3 and Ω(mn) on number of
agents and rounds, respectively. Next, we propose two BHS algorithms, first, works with
n+6 agent in O(nm1.5) rounds and second, works with n+7 agents in O(nm) rounds (round
optimal algorithm).
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In this paper we have considered that each node in the dynamic torus is labeled. A
possible future work is to remove this assumption and give a BHS algorithm and check if the
bounds get changed. Secondly, for both these cases, finding an agent optimal algorithm is
another possible direction which can be pondered in to.
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